BOYS & GIRLS CLUB
OF THE LOWER NAUGATUCK VALLEY

Presents

“CLUB WORD BOGGLE”

Directions: Unscramble each word that relates to the Boys & Girls Club. Feel free to write your answers on a different piece of paper, if you are unable to print this one.

1. RWEPO OURH

2. HORTC BLUC

3. ONTESEKY

4. LABBETLASK

5. MGAE OMOR

6. TRMAS LIRGS

7. SASOPPRT OT OHONAMD

8. IGFT

9. HOTUY FO EHT EAYR

10. COECRS

11. INPG NGPO

12. LIALDIRBS

13. LFALOSOB

14. NEAJG

15. IRA COHEKY